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Bass Ma�a The Briefcase $39.99
Or 4 payments of $10.00 by  Info
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Perfect for storing clutter-inducing bags of soft plastics and other

accessories, the redesigned Bass Ma�a The Briefcase o�ers dependable,

reusable, and durable storage. Designed with a collapsible frame, the

Bass Ma�a The Briefcase features a singular, cavernous compartment

with a waterproof lining and an improved waterproof zipper, making it

perfect for storing items on and o� the water. In addition to the

improved zipper, it also boasts re-vamped stitching and an all-new

coated fabric that is built to resist holding water while also being

conveniently washable. Complete with stitched handles and an ID

holder for easy organization, the Bass Ma�a The Briefcase provides

universal storage and an updated durable design that all anglers can

appreciate. 

Dimensions:  
Read More
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More From Bass Ma�a Storage

Customer Reviews

Write Your Review  Customer Review Guidelines

Comments: Absolutely horrible. Please, please, please avoid this product. Zipper WILL fail. They are not worth $5 let alone

$30. Trash product.

From: Matt: Pennsylvania 2/20/21

Comments: Bought 10, all 10 have now failed. The zipper is complete trash. I contact Bass Ma�a and after a dozen emails and

several phone calls I �nally got a reply, they admitted the product had an issue and said they are in the process or redesigning

it. They did o�er me a replacement, 1 Money Bag. Spent over $300+ on their product and when it failed within a year they

o�ered me a $10 replacement. That was now 2 months ago, and again after several more emails and phone calls I have still

yet to hear back from them. My advise I would stay away from all Bass Ma�a products. They are poor quality and their

customer service is a complete joke. 

From: Mike: Walnut Creek, CA 6/15/20 

Comments: Great concept, but poor execution on the zippers.  I wish I had read all these other reviews before I got the two

bags I have. Zippers are a total pain. 

From: Andy: Georgia 4/15/20

Comments: $30 for a little bag with zippers that are complete garbage, all my tackle fell out of it while walking to the boat

ramp.  2nd zipper went out a couple �shing trips later. Bass ma�a said they will replace but I have to pay to ship it just to get

another cheap overpriced bag that will be useless in a couple months. For the money it should have a zipper kind of like what

is on the yeti lunchbags.

From: Unknown: VA 4/14/20

Comments: I had issues with the zippers on several of the briefcase bags.  After contacting Bass Ma�a Outdoors customer

service, they replaced every single bag that had a defective zipper.  I highly recommend their products!

From: Matt: Greenwood, Indiana 7/22/19
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Comments: Junk!  I purchased a dozen of these about a year ago.  The zipper on each bag has broken, rendering the bags

completely useless.  I have contacted BassMa�a regarding the issue and have not received any response whatsoever.

From: Matt: Greenwood, IN 6/28/19

Comments: Sub standard quality (piece of junk) for the price, Bass ma�a needs to go back to the drawing board on zipper

design.

From: Unknown 5/24/19

Comments: These things are complete garbage. I purchased one about 6 months ago to keep my smaller swim baits in and

the zipper has already came apart. I maybe had 10 packs of 3.8 inch swim baits in it so it was de�antly not overloaded. 

From: Chris: Alabama  1/29/19
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